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We report the first observation of the radiative decay of the ϒð1SÞ into a charmonium state. The
significance of the observed signal of ϒð1SÞ → γχ c1 is 6.3 standard deviations including systematics. The
þ2.4
−5
branching fraction is calculated to be B½ϒð1SÞ → γχ c1  ¼ ½4.7−1.8
ðstatÞþ0.4
−0.5 ðsysÞ × 10 . We also searched
for ϒð1SÞ radiative decays into χ c0;2 and ηc ð1S; 2SÞ, and set upper limits on their branching fractions. These
results are obtained from a 24.9 fb−1 data sample collected with the Belle detector at the KEKB
asymmetric-energy eþ e− collider at a center-of-mass energy equal to the ϒð2SÞ mass using ϒð1SÞ tagging
by the ϒð2SÞ → ϒð1SÞπ þ π − transitions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.122001

Quarkonium physics has presented many puzzles, that
remain unresolved in spite of decade of theoretical and
experimental studies [1]. Heavy quarkonia, the nonrelativistic bound states of two heavy quarks, can be described in
terms of nonrelativistic QCD (NRQCD) [2]. Vector quarkonia below the threshold of open-flavor production have
been studied experimentally with high precision due to
their high rate production in eþ e− annihilation. They decay
predominantly via three intermediate gluons into multihadron final states. Calculations of such processes are
complicated by soft QCD corrections, which should be
taken into account. Radiative decays of vector quarkonia
could proceed via replacement of one gluon with a photon,
or radiation of the photon in the initial or final state. While
an additional photon inevitably lowers the overall branching fraction, some exclusive radiative processes can provide
a much better NRQCD testing tool thanks to more reliable
calculations, particularly if quarkonia are present in both
initial and final states.
Although several exclusive radiative decays of quarkonia
to various excitations of light mesons have been observed
[3], exclusive transitions between bottomonia and charmonia have not been found yet. Branching fractions of the
ϒð1SÞ radiative decays into the lower-lying charmonium
states, ðcc̄Þres , are expected to be at the level of 10−5 , as
calculated relying on NRQCD [4]. In the previous search
for the bottomonium radiative decays no signal of any
even-charge-parity charmonia was found, and the obtained
upper limits (UL) were at the level of 10−4 [5].
In this Letter we present a new search for the ϒð1SÞ
radiative decays into the χ cJ and ηc ð1S; 2SÞ. Unlike
the previous Belle analysis based on ϒð1SÞ data [5], in
the present study we use the data taken at the ϒð2SÞresonance energy and tag ϒð1SÞ production via the
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ϒð2SÞ → ϒð1SÞπ þ π − transition. Although the number of
tagged ϒð1SÞ is several times smaller than the number of
the directly produced ϒð1SÞ used in the previous analysis,
the tagging procedure drastically suppresses backgrounds,
especially those from the processes with initial-state
radiation (ISR) or final-state radiation (FSR), which have
an event topology similar to that of the signal. Moreover,
two extra pion tracks increase a trigger efficiency for lowmultiplicity final states of the charmonium decay.
This analysis is based on a data sample collected at the
ϒð2SÞ energy with an integrated luminosity of 24.9 fb−1
corresponding to ð157.3  3.6Þ × 106 ϒð2SÞ mesons. In
addition, off-resonance data collected below the ϒð4SÞ
resonance with an integrated luminosity of 94.6 fb−1 are
used to study continuum background. The data are collected with the Belle detector [6] at the KEKB asymmetricenergy eþ e− collider [7]. The detector components relevant
to our study are: a tracking system comprising of a silicon
vertex detector and a 50-layer central drift chamber, a
particle identification system that consists of a barrel-like
arrangement of time-of-flight scintillation counters and an
array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters, and a CsI
(Tl) crystal-based electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL). All
these components are located inside a superconducting
solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron
flux return located outside of the coil is instrumented to
detect K 0L mesons and to identify muons.
We perform the full reconstruction of the decay
chain ϒð2SÞ → ϒð1SÞπ þ π − ; ϒð1SÞ → γðcc̄Þres , where
ðcc̄Þres are charmonium resonances with a positive charge
parity reconstructed in the following modes: χ c1;2 →
J=ψðμþ μ− Þγ, χ c0 → K þ K − π þ π − ; ηc ð1S; 2SÞ → K 0S K  π ∓ .
Thus, the final state includes a pion pair, a hard photon, and
a reconstructed charmonium.
The selection criteria are optimized to maximize the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
figure of merit, defined as ηsig = ηbg where ηsigðbgÞ are the
selection efficiencies for signal (background). In case of
Gaussian signal and flat background the optimal figure of
merit is reached at 2.14σ, corresponding to 96% efficiency
for the signal. The slight difference in signal efficiencies or
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signal width in the further discussion is due to nonGaussian tails in the signal distributions, or not flat
distribution of the background, or rounding. All charged
tracks except for pions from K 0S decays are required to be
consistent with originating from the interaction point.
Muon and charged kaon candidates are required to be
positively identified as described in Ref. [6]. No identification requirement is applied for pion candidates. K 0S
candidates are reconstructed by combining π þ π − pairs with
an invariant mass within 10 MeV=c2 of the nominal K 0S
mass [8] and must fulfill the criteria described in Ref. [9].
We allow up to one extra charged track not included in the
list of particles in the event reconstruction to account for
false, split, or pileup background tracks. Photons are
reconstructed in the electromagnetic calorimeter as
showers with energy greater than 50 MeV that are not
associated with charged tracks. Presence of the hard photon
(E > 3 GeV) in the event is required.
The ϒð1SÞ is tagged by the requirement on the mass
recoiling against a pion pair (recoil mass):
M rec ðπ þ π − Þ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½M ϒð2SÞ − Eðπ þ π − Þ2 − P2 ðπ þ π − Þ;

(a)
8
6
4
2
0

9.45
+ –
M rec (π π )

9.5

[GeV/c2]

N/1000 /20 MeV/c

N/1000 /1 MeV/c

2

where M ϒð2SÞ is the ϒð2SÞ mass, Eðπ þ π − Þ and Pðπ þ π − Þ are
energy and momentum of the reconstructed π þ π − combination in the center-of-mass (CM) system. The M rec spectrum in the ϒð2SÞ data for events containing a hard photon
(Eγ > 3 GeV) is shown in Fig. 1(a). The signal is well
described by the shape fixed from the Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation; the position of the peak is a free parameter in the
fit. A small shift of the data peak with respect to the ϒð1SÞ
nominal mass [8], ð0.05  0.03Þ MeV=c2 , where the
uncertainty is statistical only, is within the world average
uncertainty of the ϒð1SÞ mass [8]. The Mrec ðπ þ π − Þ signal
window is defined as jMrec ðπ þ π − Þ−M ϒð1SÞ j < 10 MeV=c2 .
(b)
8
6
4
2
0
0

+ –

P(χc1γ π π )

0.5

[GeV/c]

FIG. 1. (a) The M rec ðπ þ π − Þ spectrum for the data collected at the
ϒð2SÞ energy (points with errors) and expected background from
eþ e− → ψð2SÞγ ISR (histogram; not in scale). The curve is the result
of the fit, with the signal shape fixed to the MC simulation, the
dotted line is the background contribution. (b) The distribution of
the CM reconstructed momentum of ϒð2SÞ candidates for the MCsimulated events after a mass-constrained fit (open histogram);
backgrounds from the radiative return to ψð2SÞ and FSR ϒð1SÞ →
μþ μ− γ FSR (shaded and hatched histograms). The imposed requirements are shown with the vertical dashed lines.

The efficiency of this requirement is equal to 96% according
to the MC simulation.
The combination of a fully reconstructed charmonium
candidate and a hard photon is considered as an ϒð1SÞ
candidate. The ϒð1SÞ mass resolution is dominated by the
hard photon energy resolution, which is strongly asymmetric. The signal window is defined as −1 GeV=c2 <
Mðγðcc̄Þres Þ − M ϒð1SÞ < 0.1 GeV=c2 , which covers 93%
of the signal distribution. In order to improve the momentum resolution, a mass-vertex-constrained fit of the ϒð1SÞ
candidate is performed. The ϒð1SÞ candidate is then
combined with the selected pion pair.
As all physical processes with a set of particles in the
final state identical to those for the signal have a very small
cross section, combinations with misreconstructed soft
charged tracks and photons are potential sources of background. In order to suppress such events, a requirement on
the CM momentum of the reconstructed combination
γðcc̄Þres π þ π − is applied: Pðγðcc̄Þres π þ π − Þ < 100 MeV=c.
As demonstrated by Fig. 1(b), the signal efficiency of this
requirement is high (92%), while the known ISR and FSR
backgrounds are suppressed by a factor more than 2.
We first study the decay ϒð1SÞ → γχ c1;2 ; χ c1;2 → J=ψγ,
applying the criteria listed above. The J=ψ candidates are
reconstructed in the dimuon mode only. The dielectron
mode is not used because it is heavily contaminated by QED
processes like eþ e− → eþ e− eþ e− and suffers from a much
lower trigger efficiency since its signature is very similar to
those of radiative Bhabha events, which are intentionally
suppressed by trigger requirements. The J=ψ signal region is
defined as jMðμþ μ− Þ−M J=ψ j < 30 MeV=c2 (≈2.5σ), and
the sideband by the interval ½60; 660 MeV=c2 . The J=ψ
candidates in the signal window are subjected to a massvertex-constrained fit, while combinations from sidebands
are refitted to the center of 20 small intervals of the same
width as the signal window. A ψð2SÞ veto is additionally
imposed (jM J=ψπþ π− − Mψð2SÞ j > 20 MeV=c2 ), since the
ISR process eþ e− → ψð2SÞγ ISR ; ψð2SÞ → J=ψπ þ π − has
a large cross section and similar topology. This veto
suppresses the ISR ψð2SÞ background by a factor of
∼100, while keeping 99% of the signal events.
The J=ψγ mass spectrum in the signal region is shown in
Fig. 2(a). Five events consistent with the χ c1 hypothesis are
observed without any combinatorial background.
In order to calculate the significance of the observed
signal, the combinatorial background is estimated in the
following categories: (i) continuum background, i.e., events
other than eþ e− → ϒð2SÞ, (ii) decays of the ϒð2SÞ not
associated with ϒð1SÞ production, and (iii) combinatorial
μþ μ− γ background from ϒð2SÞ → ϒð1SÞπ þ π − events.
We note that the decay ϒð1SÞ → χ c1 π 0, which can mimic
the studied signal if the two photon clusters from π 0 are
merged, is forbidden by C-parity conservation. However,
we set upper limit on its hypothetical contribution by
repeating the analysis, and substituting hard photon with a
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FIG. 2. The J=ψγ invariant mass spectrum in the ϒð1SÞ data
(closed circles with error bars): (a) signal window, (b) 20 times
wider J=ψ mass sidebands, (c) 20 times wider M rec sidebands;
continuum data is scaled according to the ratio of luminosities
and shown with open circles. Histograms are the background
expectation from the MC simulation from (b) ϒð1SÞ →
μþ μ− γ FSR , (c) eþ e− → ψð2SÞγ ISR . The solid lines show the
result of the simultaneous fit to all these distributions. The dotted
line shows the χ c2 contribution with its yield set to the 90% confidence level UL.

fully reconstructed energetic π 0 . No candidates were
observed. From the MC simulation we estimate the ratio
of efficiencies for the background process ϒð1SÞ → χ c1 π 0
to be reconstructed as χ c1 γ hard and χ c1 π 0 to be equal to
0.17. Thus observation of 0 events gives an upper limit
on the χ c1 yield to be < 0.34 events at 90% CL from
ϒð1SÞ → χ c1 π 0 .
Non-ϒð1SÞ backgrounds (i) and (ii) are studied using 20
times wider Mrec sidebands: 20MeV=c2 <jM rec −M ϒð1SÞ j<
220MeV=c2 . The background (i) can be studied even
more accurately using the continuum data sample taken
below the ϒð4SÞ resonance with a 3.8 times higher
integrated luminosity compared to the ϒð2SÞ sample.
The Mrec window of 20 times larger
pﬃﬃﬃ width is used in this
case: jM rec − ðM ϒð1SÞ − M ϒð2SÞ þ sÞj < 200 MeV=c2 . In
both cases the wide Mrec region is divided into 20 intervals
of the same width as the signal one, and the ϒð1SÞ
candidate mass-constrained fit is performed to the center
of the corresponding interval not to bias overall kinematics.
The J=ψγ mass spectrum for selected background events
is shown in Fig. 2(c) [closed circles correspond to the
ϒð2SÞ data, open circles to the continuum data, normalized
to the ratios of luminosities and energy-dependent cross
sections]. The numbers of observed events, four in the

ϒð2SÞ data, and eight in the continuum data are in good
agreement taking into account the scaling ratio (1∶3.4).
These numbers are also consistent with the MC expectation
for the ψð2SÞ ISR production: the MC simulation predicts
that despite a ψð2SÞ veto 1.8 (7.1) events would be found in
the selected sample in the ϒð2SÞ (continuum) data. Based
on this study we conclude that background (ii) is small in
comparison with background (a). Moreover, backgrounds
(i) and (ii) are nonpeaking in the χ c1 mass region, but are
located in the lower invariant mass region.
The background (iii) events originate from ϒð1SÞ decays
emitting energetic photons in the final state (FSR), which
result in a final state similar to the one under study:
ϒð1SÞ → μþ μ− γ FSR . Extra soft photons to form a χ c1
candidate in combination with μþ μ− γ originate from the
next-to-leading order FSR, beam background, or pileup.
We use J=ψ sidebands to study the shape and normalization
for this background source. As the J=ψ sideband candidates are refitted to the center of small intervals (M fit ), the
plot of the distribution of Mμþ μ− γ − Mfit þ M J=ψ should
reproduce the shape of this background from the J=ψ signal
window. This is shown in Fig. 2(b). The number of
events in the 20 times wider J=ψ candidate invariant mass
sidebands is 41. The ϒð1SÞ → μþ μ− γ FSR MC simulation
predicts 43 events and shows good agreement with the data
in shape. We note that background (iii) turned out to be
dominant: 1.6  0.3 events are expected in the signal
distribution within the histogram range ½3.1; 3.8 GeV=c2
(0.024 in the χ c1 signal region), to be compared with an
expectation for the backgrounds (i) and (ii) at a level of 0.1
events.
Using MC simulations, we also estimate a possible
peaking background with real χ c1 produced from the ISR
processes: eþ e− →Xð4360;4660Þγ ISR ; Xð4360; 4660Þ →
ψð2SÞπ þ π − ; ψð2SÞ → χ c1;2 γ. The expected number of
events from these sources is estimated to be negligibly
small, ð0.9  0.1Þ × 10−4 . Another peaking background
from ϒð1SÞ → χ c1 π 0 decays with energetic π 0 decays
whose clusters merge in the ECL to be misidentified as a
single photon is ignored as this decay is forbidden by
C-parity conservation.
In order to estimate the statistical significance of the
observed signal, we perform a simultaneous unbinned
likelihood fit to J=ψγ mass spectra in both signal and
sidebands regions. The χ c1 signal is described by the crystal
ball function [10] with parameters fixed to the MC
simulations.
Backgrounds
are parametrized by the function
ﬃ −B·M
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A M − MJ=ψ e
, where A, B are free parameters. The
relative normalizations of the background function in the
signal, two sideband regions and continuum data are fixed
according to the MC for ISR and FSR processes. The fit
yields the number of signal events to be 5.0þ2.5
−1.9 , thus the
estimated background contribution in the signal region is
<0.1. We note that the background function found by the fit
with free A, B parameters is in good agreement with
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FIG. 3. Invariant mass spectrum for (a) K 0S K  π ∓ and
(b) K þ K − π þ π − modes. Histograms represent the data and curves
are result of the fits described in the text.

the MC expectation both in shape and normalization.
The
statistical significance for the signal is defined as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
−2 lnðL0 =Lmax Þ, where L0 and Lmax denote the likelihoods returned by the fit with the signal yield fixed at zero
and at the fitted value, respectively. The significance of the
χ c1 signal is found to be 7.5σ.
The reconstruction and selection efficiencies are
obtained using the MC simulation. A possible effect of
χ c1 polarization is included in the systematic error. The total
efficiency is equal to η ¼ 19.2%, and B½ϒð1SÞ → γχ c1  is
calculated according to the formula:
B½ϒð1SÞ → γχ c1  ¼

TABLE I. Summary of the measured branching fractions (in
units of 10−5 ). The upper limits are listed at 90% CL.

N χ c1
;
N ϒð2SÞ ηB½ϒð2SÞBðχ c1 ÞBðJ=ψÞ

where B are branching fractions of the corresponding
−5
particles to the reconstructed state, to be ð4.7þ2.4
−1.8 Þ × 10 .
We also set an UL on the branching fraction of the χ c2
production. We perform the same fit adding an extra crystal
ball function to describe a possible χ c2 signal and obtain
N χ c2 < 2.0 at 90% confidence level (CL). Finally, the
branching fraction is calculated to be B½ϒð1SÞ → γχ c2  <
3.3 × 10−5 at 90% CL.
The systematic errors for the χ c1 significance are taken
into account by assuming the most conservative background behaviour: we use the background function with
longer and larger high-mass tail and fix ratios of background functions in the signal and sidebands region to the
highest values. The minimal significance is 6.3σ. The
systematic errors for the measured branching fraction are
dominated by the track and photon reconstruction efficiency (6%), muon identification (2%), angular distribution
of χ c1 decays (5%), fitting systematics ( þ0
−6 %), and uncertainty on the number of ϒð2SÞ (1.4%). We checked the
most important sources of systematic errors using the
process eþ e− → ψð2SÞγ ISR as a control mode with almost
identical kinematics. The total systematic error is estimated
to be −11
þ9 %.
We search for other charmonium states of even charge
parity in ϒð1SÞ radiative decays. The ηc ð1S; 2SÞ signals
can be revealed decaying to the K 0S K  π ∓ , while the χ c0 is

searched for in the K þ K − π þ π − final state. The K 0S K  π ∓
and K þ K − π þ π − mass spectra for the events selected
with the same criteria as for the χ c1 mode, are shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. As there are no significant
peaks around expected charmonium masses [the highest
significance of ηc ð2SÞ is 1.9σ], we set upper limits on
the corresponding branching fractions. The signal functions
in the fit are a Breit-Wigner function convolved with a
Gaussian, with parameters fixed to those of the MC
simulation. The backgrounds are parameterized by second-order polynomials. From the UL on the signal yields
obtained by fits, we calculate the 90% CL ULs on
B½ϒð1SÞ → γðcc̄Þres  listed in Table I. The obtained values
include systematic errors, in particular the uncertainties in
the branching fractions of charmonium states into the
studied modes.
In summary, we report the first observation of
the radiative decay of bottomonium to charmonium with
þ0.4
−5
B½ϒð1SÞ → χ c1 γ ¼ ð4.7þ2.4
−1.8 −0.5 Þ × 10 . We note that the
obtained result is slightly higher than the previous upper
limits and much higher than the theoretical expectations.
However, the recent observation of χ c1 production in the
process eþ e− → χ c1 γ with a large cross section [11]
perhaps indicates a similarity of the mechanism of χ c1
formation from the initial vector state with emission of
photon. The new upper limits on branching fractions of
other radiative decays of bottomonia to charmonia are
obtained. All obtained branching fractions are summarized
in the Table I along with the previous upper limits and the
theoretical predictions.
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